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this is my first mod for ck2, and i would have liked to have had more control over the character
design, but i like the way this mod looks. it allows you to make a custom character that can be
entered into the game at any point in history, and the designer lets you make an elite ruler! i
decided to enter my character in the period 1066-1154, and, as you can see from the image above, i
look pretty awesome. if you do enter your character in this period, be warned that the game will be
heavily modified to account for your custom character. i have been using this mod for a while now,
and i must say that i love the way this mod makes my character look. i dont want to reveal too much
about the mod, as it has a lot of newbies using it, and i wouldnt want to expose them to a cheat, but
the fact that i can make a badass ruler with no lines of code makes this mod all the more awesome. i
am currently working on my second ruler using this mod, and it looks pretty awesome, i can tell you!
this mod allows you to create a ruler that is able to do anything. as a ruler, you can do anything you
want with the game, and no one can stop you! however, its all in the details of how you create your
ruler. i believe that this is the first mod that allows you to create a ruler that is able to do anything,
and its a very unique mod that i love. i would recommend this mod to anyone who wants to create a
ruler that is able to do anything. this mod allows you to create a ruler that is able to do anything.
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